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Holds any items 0 0%

Holds any items (with exceptions) 2 25%

Holds Single Copy 2 25%

Holds Two Copies 6 75%

Holds Last Copy 4 50%

No Digitization 0 0%

Digitization on Demand - Journal Articles 7 88%

Digitization on Demand - Books 3 38%

Digitization on Demand - Book Chapters 7 88%

Standard Retrieval request received and sends item to 

Home institution where they process 3 38%

Processes ILL request and sends to requestor 1 12%

Processes and Receives requests as a fully functional 

ILL Unit 3 38%

Processes and Receives and Loans all materials to any 

requestor 2 25%

1. Complexity of the facility

2. Facility Services

3. Inter-Library Loan Functions

FAU : Borrowing requests for articles sent from storage to patrons (could be electronic 

delivery or regular mail). Books would come to the requesting institution (i.e. FAU ILL 

office) for pick-up by patron. Lending requests should be sent from the Statewide 

Storage facility to requesting institution. However, we would need to know if the 

Storage facility will have their own OCLC symbol and who would get the ILL Fee 

Management (IFM) credits.



Monographs 7 88%

Journals 7 88%

Micro Materials 7 88%

Special Collections Materials (by the box) 6 75%

Records Management 3 38%

Other, please specify 5 62%

Discard your JSTOR print collection if one or more 

copies were in the storage facility. 7 88%

Continue to store your JSTOR print collection if one or 

more copies were in the storage facility. 0 0%

Discard other overlapping physical journals if they are 

held in the Storage Facility. 7 88%

Continue to store your other overlapping physical 

journals if they are held in the Storage Facility. 0 0%

5. Would you...?

FAU : FAU selected “a” and “c.” However, one librarian noted the it “would be best if 

there were at least two copies of an issue, rather than just one. And, it’s important that 

all pages are intact for each issue, i.e. someone should go through each issue and 

make sure that none of the pages are missing.”

4. Material Types to include in Storage Facility

FAU : photographic material included in archival collections mentioned at "d" might be 

considered if storage conditions are acceptable for the preservation of emulsion-based 

originals


